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Companies in today's world need to become and stay competitive. This means, among other things, that they have to create new ideas and turn them into innovative products and processes. Appropriate innovation management strategies, including creation of various kinds of alliances with other business entities, need to be adopted within the company. Clustering is one of such possibilities. The paper discusses the main features of clusters and the benefits for their members; in addition, it identifies specific features of the construction sector that require specific approaches to establish a cluster.

The methodology Innovative Cluster Model with 3x3x3 mail elements (ICM333) is proposed and used to initiate and develop a cluster in the construction sector. In the cluster development three stages are identified: emergence, development and maturity of the cluster. Actions associated with these three stages tackle four areas (in each stage): rationale, organization, resources, and implementation. All areas are thoroughly elaborated and discussed in the paper.

In the first step, the emerging cluster, the key element is identification, assessment and dissemination of development opportunities. It can run parallel with the cluster initiation, which is followed by the operation. Within the steps to be taken in the stage of the developing cluster, visions nad the goals have to be defined first, followed by the definition of the cluster organisation. The mature cluster stage has to focus on performance measurement and management, and take appropriate measures to guarantee its sustainability and adequate innovative character.

Implementation of the proposed cluster development methodology has the potential of greatly facilitating the betterment of a construction sector in a particular country. It can be a valuable tool, when available to policymakers, chambers of commerce and trade, and other stakeholders that wish to foster the development of such clusters.

The paper reports on the results of the 7th Framework project FP7-REGIONS-2007-1 RegCon – Support Action for Innovation Driven Clusters in Construction.
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Introduction

The current business markets, which are continuously changing, require that every enterprise seeks to stay competitive, create new ideas, embrace them and turn them into innovative products and processes (Antonic et al, 2007; Koellinger, 2008; Slaughter, 1998; Barrett & Sexton, 2003; Thronhill, 2006; Psunder, 2008). Companies need to adopt innovation management strategies, which yield creation, development, testing and implementation of an invention so that it turns into an innovation (Banyte and Salickaitė, 2008). Several researchers, e.g., Birchall et al (1996), Gann and Salter, (2000), Ling (2003) and Thornhill (2006), have studied innovation management in an enterprise and actions to be taken to enable innovation emergence; in addition, they have proposed different measures for the determination of an innovation drive level. Conventional processes facilitating innovation and its successful exploitation have predominantly been focused on establishing research and higher education institutions and internal R&D units. It has been shown that by enabling contacts among various stakeholders, especially among companies and R&D institutions, the innovation uptake in the industry does increase (Keast and Hampson, 2007).

The innovation drive level varies among various countries, as well as from one industrial sector to another. For a particular society as a whole, this level can be directly linked to the society's GDP. On the sectorial or national level, the innovation performance index measuring the overall national innovation performance has been proposed and measured systematically in the countries of the European Union and other countries. Generally, these reports associate the innovation with high technology industry (European Innovation Scoreboard, 2008), and tend to look at the low to medium technology sectors predominantly as users of a high technology innovation.

The construction sector is often perceived as one of the low to medium technology sectors, with a low level of innovation drive. At the same time, it is one of the largest contributors to the national economies and is a key performance component (Keast and Hampson, 2007). This sector requires specifically adapted procedures and
methodologies for innovation management due to its specific nature, namely: project-driven work; large number of project participants that are separate business entities, of which many are small and medium enterprises (SMEs); fragmentation; strong interdependency upon general economic conditions; dominant role of the client; and common perception of low innovation drive level in this sector (Barret and Sexton, 2006).

**Clustering**

Clustering has been attracting wide public attention, including scientific circles, since 1990, when Michael Porter published the book *The Competitive Advantage of Nations* (Porter, 1990). Porter argues that successful companies reach and maintain their market share and growth rate due to unique links with various business entities. The business networks (or clusters) enable knowledge, product and services exchange among their members, and facilitate an innovation transfer. Since then the topic has been researched extensively and a vast literature body, e.g., Bossink (2004), Tollman and Jenkins (2004), Damaskopoulos et al (2008), Tan (2006) and Saboniene (2009), to name only a few, is available today.

In general, cluster members include manufacturing companies, special service providers (e.g., marketing, consulting companies), knowledge providers (R&D institutes, universities) and support institutions (e.g., chambers of commerce, sector associations, development agencies).

- Clusters can be identified as:
  - geographical, or region-specific
  - sectorial (clusters of businesses operating together from within the same commercial sector),
  - horizontal (interconnections between businesses at a sharing of resources level) and
  - vertical (supply chain cluster).

Although Porter’s theory has been criticized for not having a foundation built on comprehensive empirical evidence, the policymakers have quickly grasped the idea and started to initiate various types of clusters by using a top-down approach. At the European level, over the past years, the European Commission (EC) has allocated special funding for cluster support in various industrial sectors, including construction.

This may be contradictory to the clusters as initially observed by Porter, where a bottom-up approach was registered (i.e., an industry has created networks on its own and not because of an external initiative). The end result (i.e., a functioning cluster), however, should be the same in both cases.

**Clustering in construction**

Due to the complexity of the construction sector, general construction sectors can be classified simultaneously as sectorial, horizontal (as they include companies of one particular type, e.g., general contractors), and vertical (as they include various stakeholders of a construction supply chain, e.g., clients, designers, contractors, specialized subcontractors and material suppliers). Typically, SMEs lack human resources and do not have R&D capabilities or the financial resources to engage exterior knowledge providers, i.e., R&D institutions. Large proportion of SMEs in a construction sector, as well as the project nature of work that does not enable permanent business relations and supply chains, thus stimulates the construction companies into seeking the new knowledge in clusters. The main objective of innovation clusters in construction is therefore to enhance the innovation processes by simultaneous cooperation and competition among their members, which brings the following advantages:

- facilitation of information exchange among stakeholders concerning buyers, suppliers, technologies, business plans, and human resources; better access to information and knowledge transfer is enabled on the basis of the positive cluster capital (predominantly exhibited as mutual trust), and a joint information exchange platform has to be built to facilitate the exchange process;
- use of synergy effects (joint R&D ventures, promotions, etc);
- enabling new business opportunities (e.g., cluster outreach to global markets).

Furthermore, by joining a cluster the organisation can decrease its transaction costs, create positive externalities (by which common needs can be met), decrease their production costs because of more efficient learning processes (since cluster members belong to the same geographical, economic and cultural environment), use the advantage of the first market supplier (which can keep the market share due to the economy of scale), use the advantage of better product quality and in general increase the added value in the company.

**Problem statement and research objectives**

As already discussed, the perception of a construction sector is often as being a low to medium technology sector, where innovation is difficult to implement. To ensure the competitiveness of the European construction sector, construction innovation should be encouraged systematically. This can only be achieved by being aware of the specific features that distinguish a construction sector from the general mass production industry, and by adapting the general clustering and innovation enhancement principles to the field of construction.

Although all key construction stakeholders, entrepreneurs, R&D institutions and policy makers (Massa and Testa, 2008) are aware of the innovative clusters' importance and their influence upon business performance, it happens too often that a cluster is initiated (often by a governmental initiative, i.e., top-down approach) but as time progresses, it is not developing to achieve its full potential. This problem has been identified and tackled by the project *FP7-REGIONS-2007-1 RegCon – Support Action for Innovation Driven Clusters in Construction*.

The objective of the above-mentioned research is, therefore, to identify and develop a methodology to be used in the development of an innovative construction
cluster, that will lead to a well connected, fully operable and mature cluster in which a stakeholders will be able to exploit their full potential in terms of innovation drive enhancement and business performance.

**Research methods**

The research methods employed in the present study include comparative analyses of the scientific literature, systematic development of the methodology to be used in the cluster formation and justification of its elements, and reflection on the methodology developed.

**Development of the methodology**

The model for construction cluster development is a framework defining the most important elements for emerging, developing and mature clusters. The suggested ICM333 (Innovative Cluster Model with 3x3x3 main elements) model can be used as a reference for different cluster development activities, e.g., new cluster initiation, re-engineering an existing cluster or cluster-like initiative or developing R&D driven cluster, focused on innovation and international R&D cooperation. It is focused on more practical than theoretical background information how to manage the innovative cluster development.

The basic presumption for the cluster development model is that no cluster evolves from scratch. Since one of the basic characteristics of the cluster is geographical proximity, some elements of cluster-like cooperation or particular sub-elements or process of the model are set in particular business environments. The basic idea of the model is to build the cluster on pre-existing elements or conditions.

Depending on the existing elements and conditions for cluster development, the strategy and action plan describing individual operative elements can follow different steps, and are customised to a particular situation in the geographic region under consideration.

In addition, existing opportunities of networking should be sought and employed. For example, within the European Union, there are numerous EU and national sponsored R&D projects going on, in each of these projects, the dissemination and exploitation of the results is a task to be completed. Consequently, the project consortia and the exploitation plan can be a good starting point for the development of an innovative cluster.

Three steps (in the context of the maturity level) have been identified in the cluster development: emerging, developing and mature clusters (Figure 1). Their specific features and associated opportunities, as elaborated further in Figure 1, will be discussed in the following chapters.

**Emerging cluster**

Opportunities for cluster development

A cluster does not start, exist or grow in a vacuum. It starts in different ways, initiated and supported by the public sector (government, regional development agencies etc.) or can grow up on bottom-up principle, where an industry takes the initiative. In many cases, a person or a group of persons, so called clusterpreneurs, are involved.

The clusterpreneurs can even initiate cluster development if they are able to influence the existing network or strategic alliances of companies and other organisations.

Opportunities for cluster development can arise from globalisation challenges, environmental issues, business needs of individual firms or organizations, research and development activities and their results. They emerge from national, regional or European policies, and changes in legislation and regulation. Countries, regions and metropolitan areas continue to exhibit dramatic differences in terms of specialisation, competitiveness and industrial dynamics. Sustainable competitive advantage can be created by the combination of internal and external resources residing in local, national and sometimes also on a global environment.

Dynamic, innovative clusters can exist in the environment where new development opportunities are constantly being identified, assessed and disseminated among cluster actors. These opportunities can be identified by:

- identification of challenges, business needs and requirements;
- research and development activities, and
- general and microeconomic setting analysis.

The analysis of cluster opportunities should be carried out by different actors involved in the initiation of a cluster, depending on the way the cluster is being initiated (top-down, bottom-up). Alternatively, it can also be carried out by a governmental agency or consultant, regional development agency, cluster experts and consultants, business consultant, or any actor among potential cluster members or clusterpreneur. In most cases, the definition of cluster opportunities runs more or less parallel with the cluster initiation.

Cluster initiation

Cluster initiation is a process that extends from the identification of cluster stakeholders to the first cluster project or activities. Cluster initiation includes sub-processes, namely:

- cluster identification,
- social capital development, and
- building networking competences.

The cluster, on its own, faces a major challenge, when attempting to conduct development and business in a new way, combining competitiveness and collaboration.

Operation

At the beginning of cluster development, a set of the first joint activities and projects should be planned and implemented at an operational level. Early benefits should motivate a leadership group to work hard to achieve even greater results. First projects have to be initiated, with deliberately short time to complete and with the results that will bring useful short term results; “Picking the lowest fruits” is a typical strategy in this phase.

The list of potential typical cluster activities at this stage can deal with:

- training,
- communication activity,
- joint marketing and public relations,
- international cooperation,
- network development & research,
• cluster expansion,
• policy action,
• innovation and technology and
• commercial cooperation.

At this stage of their development, clusters have to be supported from the governmental (regional or national) funds that should be used for the establishment of the organisation and infrastructure of a cluster, for cluster promotion and training of the staff. Besides, identifying cluster leaders activities, the cluster should examine who and how will manage (and finance) these activities. Establishing a cluster managing office as one stop shop (Sheer at al., 2008) for different cluster activities and services should be discussed at this stage.

Developing cluster

When a cluster is established and its membership is consolidated, more systematic planning, execution and revision of objectives, plans, activities and projects can be carried out. A formal or informal institution for collaboration (IFC) may be organised and registered. ICM333 methodology defines nine main elements for the development of the cluster which are grouped as goals, organisation and growth.

Defining the vision and goals

Cluster vision is a statement about what the cluster wants to become. The vision should bind already identified objectives (emerging cluster activities) and open a window of opportunity for the new ones. It should be built upon already developed or developing cluster strengths. Cluster strategy represents the path to the fulfillment of objectives and therewith the clusters vision. Different inherent issues and risks should be properly addressed in the cluster development strategy. Cluster strengths and weaknesses, external to cluster opportunities and threats should be a base for strategy formulation. The action plan is the last, most specific step in defining a cluster operation. It should represent specific, sequential and simultaneous targeted actions that are needed to create and build up a cluster. The drivers leading the implementation should be defined.

Organisation

Clusters are very heterogeneous systems, consisting of various members, businesses and partners, whose information, communication and cooperation has to be structured and organised. Therefore, a cluster organisational structure is of central importance. Formal organisation, developed strategy, recognised goals and rules for cooperation are giving the cluster its binding nature and ensure transparency and accountability for its members. This is the basis for mutual trust, which is also a crucial element for successful cooperation.

Organisational structures also define cluster’s functions and benefits for its members. They help members to identify themselves with their cluster more strongly (emergence of “corporate identity”). An organisational structure has influence on cluster’s competitiveness and vitality. Flat and efficient structures should be created as they are essential for successful operation in international contexts where fast responses and an organisational innovation are expected.

Even when the basic organisation has already been established in the first phase of cluster development, it has to be revisited to be able to efficiently support developing cluster activities and later on to become a good foundation for the cluster to mature. ICM333 deals in this point with the whole spectrum of activities: IFC formation and services have to be established, and cluster internal organisation and management and project management as the main tool of the cluster activities have to be further elaborated.

Growth

As a cluster is growing, strategic alliances usually arise on the basis of professional or personal contacts. Cluster’s components, such as, organisation, collaboration, trust, project and, exploitation of the results, new business or R&D opportunities, lead and actually stimulate interactors alliances, often as a follow-up of a particular cluster project. Strategic alliances are a natural follow-up of the cluster. This is an important step within networks and a networking framework; however, caution should be exercised: this step, when not properly managed, can lead to the disintegration of the cluster.

A cluster should develop competences to be able to participate in the creation, implementation and changes of policies, which influence cluster development in different ways. If the strategy is about the innovative cluster development being driven by the international R&D, we must look beyond the national context. The cluster must be concerned about different context policies, should be aware about their development and changes and to some extend be able to participate in their creation and implication (if this is strategically important for the cluster development). Technological platforms and other initiatives to generate policies and priorities (on both national and international scale) need to be analysed from different perspectives on cluster development.

Commercial cooperation has been positioned as the last of the ICM333 Growth module intentionally. Focusing mainly on commercial cooperation could lead the cluster development into a value chain cooperation, moving it from a traditional, industrial cluster. Effort should be dedicated to support commercial cooperation if this will help the cluster in other developmental activities. Cluster services, infrastructure and organisation can be assessed on the basis of the extent they enhance the commercial cooperation among cluster members and even how they can be improved.

Mature cluster

A mature cluster is the one that has reached a certain critical mass of actors and activities. It has also developed relations outside the cluster, to other clusters, activities, regions. There is an internal dynamic of new strategic alliances creation. New start ups, joint ventures, spin offs can be created. Along this technologies changes, new development opportunities emerge, and the cluster can or has to adapt to these changes. The ICM333 model focuses particularly on performance, sustainability and innovation as the most important elements of the mature innovative cluster.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the ICM333 cluster development model

Performance
Cluster performance measurement and management control are critical components of the process yielding improvement cluster performance. Mature clusters should be able to design medium to long term drivers which will guide its strategies, organisation and actions; therefore, keeping the cluster together and attract new members.

Drivers have to be elaborated in cooperation with other relevant institutions, companies and many times also with the government and/or national innovation system institutions. The government should be involved when these drivers are related to national technological priorities and large private and also public investments into research, development and innovation.

Long term drivers have to be structured along leading technology, important challenges, market segment or a clear long term vision. On the other hand, drivers should be structured to stages with the defined milestones of development. The stages do not need to run sequentially; the development can run in parallel but with a common goal.

In an innovative cluster, long term drivers are an envelope for a number of needed innovations and R&D activities. Cluster management control has to define milestones, stages of cluster development activities, and when cluster innovation performance has to be systematically evaluated.

Sustainability
Any kind of mature cluster, being an innovative or industrial, small or big, can face the issue of its sustainability. ICM333 suggests that strengths, finance and changes have to be managed in an efficient way.

During the cluster development, different cluster competences and strengths are being developed. Some of them can be very cluster specific.

Cluster strengths can be perceived by cluster members differently. On the other hand, they may not be aware of some of these strengths since they are embodied in the cluster as a whole. Many of the strengths are more related to particular cluster members (i.e., other members cannot use them) than to the cluster as a network.

Managing cluster financing should be one of the main concerns of cluster management and cluster as a whole. Three main issues related to finances should be managed, and they are:

- cluster infrastructure financing,
- project financing,
- long term financing.

Cluster infrastructure financing is usually provided by cluster membership fees and governmental grants if available. When this infrastructure grows along with the cluster development (cluster services, join activities, laboratories, testing equipment, cost related to outsourcing) – and not all members use this new infrastructure – then the infrastructure has to be financed by a service fee at an appropriate level. Project financing can be used if the activities can be organised as a project. Long term financing deals with the issues related to changes of financing sources, growth of private financing and other financing mechanisms, like, e.g., R&D foundations, Public Private Partnerships (PPPs), and long term innovation cooperation.

As a cluster develops with time, the need for changes may arise due to various reasons. An associated change management has to be systematic in order to ensure cluster
progress. Generally, two types of changes should be managed: operative and strategic ones. Operative changes are managed at the operational level that deals with organisational instrument, evaluation, planning, and preparation of different documents. It is important that occasionally a survey regarding eventual changes be conducted.

If a cluster has reached a development level where the main objectives of its development have been fulfilled and there is no more interest and the required ‘glue’ to keep it together, then the cluster can disintegrate. Strategic changes are needed. If these signs are identified and/or the majority of (existing) cluster members require a strategic change, the cluster management should try to manage this strategic change in a controlled way. Controlled strategic changes can include:

- **Re-engineering**: a complete re-thinking regarding aims, organisation, goals, and expected results that can be carried out, if the cluster members agree that resources, infrastructure and cluster competences are the capital, which can be productive in some other cluster or in cluster-like constellations.

- **Innovation**: a clear focus on innovation has to be established. It should include also an innovation in an organisation and superior cluster management and control mechanisms (mature innovative cluster).

- **Transformation**: a cluster divides into one or several new clusters or other strategic alliances that focus around specific activities (e.g., joint marketing), projects, goals or long term drivers. Some of the cluster infrastructure and practices can be still used.

**Innovation**

At the end of the model description, the ICM333 model deals with the issues of innovation. It describes why a cluster innovation system, innovation dynamics and international R&D cooperation should be established and maintained.

A mature cluster should build a cluster innovation system or some of its functionality.

Innovation systems are defined as “a collection of institutions and organizations which interact to support the production, diffusion and use of new knowledge” (Lundvall, 2002). They provide a broader framework within which governments form and implement policies to influence the innovation process. Innovation can rarely be developed in its entirety within a cluster, without supportive institutions at a regional, national and sometimes even an international level. It should be mentioned these national innovation systems (NIS) institutions, most likely, are developed by using the top-down principle.

As far as innovation clusters are concerned, cluster management and core members should analyze the effectiveness of national innovation systems for cluster and its growth. A cluster should develop its own institutions (formal and informal ones) if the goals cannot be reached with the external institutions of NIS. It does not mean a cluster has established a whole series of institutions but to rationally decide which of them are needed and can add value to a cluster vision, drivers and activities. Cluster IS institutions should be developed also from the point of view of exploiting the existing NIS institutions and instruments.

Innovation as a commercialisation of knowledge takes normally place in the companies. Since this is a competitive advantage, their management is not interested in sharing information regarding innovative products, processes or technologies with members of the cluster, who may be their competitors in same market or technology. When the cluster matures, these practices (and concerns!) by the companies tend to become more acute. The cluster becomes an important driver of the innovation, both at the cluster level and at the cluster members’ level.

An innovative cluster continuously and systematically develops internal networks and strategic alliances. Project consortia are formed by joining temporary projects, internal resources (including know-how and knowledge) or inter-firm networks for pooling of resources. The organisation and cluster policies should enable and systematically support different routes to commercialize the knowledge, inventions, and innovations, to exploit R&D results and the results of other cluster projects and activities. New start-up, spin-off or joint venture companies should be initiated and established as a result of cluster dynamics.

**Cluster innovation dynamics** can be strengthened also in an institutional way, that is connected with the cluster innovation system’s formal and informal institutions and instruments. Inter-cluster technology transfer office (or service) can help cluster members to find competitive technologies needed in the implementation of potential innovation. Properly delivered information about technology opportunities can initiate an innovation. Web based communication and group work technologies develop new external linkages which are also a potential driver for the innovation. The success of clusters with respect to innovation is critically influenced by the competencies embodied in a specialised workforce who is activated and/or developed within cluster activities and projects. With intensive international activities and cooperation, an intensive free movement of innovation capital can be even strengthened which brings new opportunities for innovation, growth and competitiveness. A mature cluster can make a free movement of knowledge and reality.

The basic principle of enabling firms to overcome internal limitations by joining efforts and resources with other firms, R&D institutions and universities is now expanding to international context. The international R&D should be one of the primary elements of the innovation cluster development since today’s global environment means also a global innovation environment. Networking and outsourcing are becoming not only an opportunity but also a must.

For an emerging and developed cluster an innovation system, innovation dynamics and international cooperation were present as opportunities (R&D), part of an external environment (innovation system) or as a potential threat to cluster development (inter-actors networks). A mature innovation cluster on the other hand builds its strategy on...
these elements and takes very active approach in their development and exploitation.

Before preparing a strategy and plan to go international we must do a survey among cluster members to get answer if this is what they expect and to what an extent they expect internationalisation of the cluster:

- Is a cluster’s vision and objective regarding the competitiveness related to a regional setting or beyond it (European, global scale)?
- Do we see our cluster in European or global technological development and innovation activities?
- Do our members need / require state of the art knowledge, know-how and technologies? Can we offer our knowledge and technologies to foreign markets?
- Do our members do business abroad? Do they plan to extend it to foreign markets?

A customised strategy for participating in international RTD activities market should be developed and integrated to the overall strategy of cluster development. Different organizational approaches (virtual organisation, consortia based project cooperation, networked innovation, virtual professional communities) should be taken into consideration. A cluster office has to establish new services and supporting activities, like training in innovation management, project management (7 Framework project, EUREKA, and others), ICT tools, and communication skills.

Conclusions

It is of a vital importance for a construction sector to move to a medium-to-high-technology level, and to an associated improved business performance. Various approaches should be used by different stakeholders (governmental agencies, associations, and others) to achieve these goals. One of the possibilities that exhibit a good potential is the formation of construction clusters. This type of business collaboration has been known for some time; however, the empirical evidence shows that often construction clusters are created but do not develop further.

A systematic methodology advanced in this work has the potential of greatly facilitating the development of the construction cluster in a particular country. The methodology is structured into three main levels, namely emerging, developing and mature cluster. Sub-elements of each level are elaborated in further detail in some of the cited research work.

The proposed methodology can be employed by stakeholders, who want to increase the competitiveness and business performance of the construction sector. Measures proposed by the methodology should be implemented in accordance to the ordering of the recommended steps. In this way, a cluster and its members can achieve their full potential and optimize their business performance.

The next step in the development of the ICM333 model is its actual implementation for a set of case studies, i.e., implementation in a selected country with no existing construction cluster. The development process should be closely monitored, and its results should be carefully analyzed step-by-step. Ideally, several countries should take part in such project.

The results for construction cluster development in different countries should be compared and assessed taking into consideration economic and technological differences among collaborating countries/clusters. Then, based on the outcome of the analysis, model parameters can be adjusted.
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**Statybų sektoriaus konkursergingumo kėlimas sekmindai diegiant inovacijas klasteriais**

**Santrauka**

Plėtojan klasteri įtvirtinamas klastério įsikūrinimas ir jo narystę, sisteminę planuojama, planavimas koreguojamas, patikslinami tikslai, tikslinamos veiklos sritys. ICM333 metodologija pabrėžia devynis elementus, kurie skirstomi į tris grupes: vizija ir tikslai, organizacija, augimas.


Klastério organizacinė struktūra yra labai svarbi. Formaliai organizacija, sukurti strategija, numatyti tikslai ir taisykles, bendradarbiavimo galimybės vienija klasteri, užtikrina skaidrumą, atsirškaitymą, narių atsakomybę. Visa tai sudaro pagrindą abipusiam pasitikėjimui, kuris yra pagrindinis elementas sėkmę bendradarbiavimo ir kitose srityse, kuriose tikimasi greitai išplėsti inovacijas.

Plėtojant klasteriui, strateginės struktūros paprastai atsiranda, remiantis profesiniais ir asmeniniais kontaktais. Daugelis klastério sukurdamų dalių (organizacija, bendradarbiavimas, pasitikėjimas, projektai, rezultatų panaudojimas, naujos verslo ir tyrimų galimybės) faktiškai skatina įtvirtinti inovacijas. Strateginius jąginius yra labai svarbus žingsnis bendrame klastério plėtimoje kelyje. Šioje plėtimoje etape klasteris turi būti susijęs su įvairiais politikos kontekstais, juos suprasti ir prisitaikyti prie jų pakeitimą bei aktyviai dalyvauti šiame procese, numatant kaip tai gali būti svarbu klasteriui pletotis.


Brandus klasteris gali susidurti su harmoningo plėtimojimo trūkdžiais, todėl sukurtas modelis pabrėžia efektyvaus finansų, pasikeitimų ir klasterio pajegų valdymo svarbą. Klastério pajėgumus jo nariai gali suprasti įvairiai. Daugelis pajėgumų yra susiję su tam tikrais klasterio nariais (t. y. kiti nariai tuose negali pasinaudoti), o ne su bendra klastério tinklo struktūra. Be to, užtikrinant harmoningą klastério augimą, reikalingas ilgalaikis pastovus finansavimas. Kai reikia pasikeitimų, būtina taikyti sisteminą pasikeitimo valdymą.


Akieininkai turėtų taikyti ICM333 metodologiją, jeigu jie nori pakelti konkurencingumą ir stabilybę sektoriaus veiklą. Taigi klasteris ir jo nariai gali pasiekti, kad būtų pagerintas savo verslas ir visiškai panaudojamas potencialas.

Raktažodžiai: inovacijos, statybų sektoriaus, projektinis darbas, smulkiojo ir vidutinio verslo įmonė, klasterių kūrimas.
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